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INTRODUCTION

In the 21st century, typological research in linguistics has accelerated and acquired new content. It is a new era due to typological investigations, which were carried out with significant interest in the mid-20th century, and have yielded high scientific results. Summarising them, deriving universally applicable scientific conclusions stood as a necessity in the science of linguistics. The point was that the linguistics researches in this field were consistent with several conclusions reached by other humanities disciplines. Especially anthropology, cultural studies, history, sociology and other related fields were on the verge of coming to such a scientific conclusion that the languages proposed since the 19th century originated from the exact origin and were even carriers of a proto-language. Typological research conducted in linguistics has identified specific shared characteristics in language carriers’ minds. In this regard, the study findings in relevant scientific fields closely align with the results of typological investigations. Many exciting conclusions reached by various scientific fields regarding the mentioned issues coincided with the outcomes of typological research.

Consequently, a new phase began in which these scientific findings were further deepened, and their philosophy was studied. This process was accelerated by the end of the 20th century, but in the 21st century, it was compatible with the requirements of the time. For example, the results of the archetype identification problem in folklore typology revealed some universal aspects. The obtained results complemented each other with language universals. Also, the archaeological and historical research in this direction provided valuable materials for addressing the same problem. In this context, the 21st century can be considered a new era in the context of typological studies of languages and the generalisation of its results.

In the modern era, in various scientific fields, including linguistics, investigating the idea of language universals across all language levels becomes necessary in global problems. While typological research has not been conducted for all languages, it primarily focuses on widely used languages such as Indo-European and several
others. Therefore, there are challenges in accelerating these investigations and consolidating the general findings obtained. In this regard, 21st-century linguistics is part of the need to deepen typological research and concretise the diverse ideas about language universals. The language universals do not simply confirm the similarities between different structured languages; they ask numerous questions about the existence of that similarity, penetrating its archetype, genesis, and the problems encountered while searching for answers leading to the advancement of a new hypothesis. This is related to the idea of genetic unity of the human beginnings. In this regard, linguistics refers to ancient epics belonging to various cultures. It requires their study in the typological context of language levels because ancient epics are precious sources from the linguistic point of view that provide material for identifying older language features and sometimes archetypes. During the comparative analysis of those monuments, language university students shed light on some obscure aspects, and thoughts and ideas are evaluated according to the logical consequences of those facts. Subsequently, the findings of relevant scientific research in the respective fields are compared, and the resulting conclusions gain scientific value. XXI century linguistics also acquires new content as the philosophy of linguistics and similar results of other sciences become delineated based on similar outcomes. The science of history is in close contact with linguistics in this respect; studying the formation of ethnos outside of their language can lead to wrong results. The historical periodisation of the development of humanity also conditions the historical development period of its language. Therefore, linguistics and history intersect at the same point in this context. If archaeological facts - archetypes - from the very early periods of history are found, it will significantly help to confirm the concept of a single language and a genetic concept of a unified human - the concept of a proto-language or proto-ethnicity. Therefore, typological studies are the starting point for deeper investigations.

As mentioned earlier, typological studies can be conducted at all language levels. Revealing the typological similarity of factors such as the harmony of vowel and consonant sounds in ancient epics, their functional features in the epic language, and linguistic-poetic features in the literary language are facts that provide consistent evidence for the evolution of poetic techniques. Most importantly, it highlights that the ancient people did not use speech sounds only as a nominative sign but also suggests the typology of their reinterpretation in the communication process, as mentioned above. This point seems to indicate that human development goes through similar stages. Therefore, typological phonetics is a more reliable source in this context.

The typological investigation of epics distinguishes itself with its specific features concerning the grammatical level of language (morphology and syntax). Similarities in the development history of morphological categories in different system languages and typological features in category definition principles reveal several universal aspects. The typology of syntactic parallelism and the parallel functions in communication provide valuable evidence for language universals. Through typological research, it has been established that in the folklore and religious artefacts of different nations, the identification of syntactic parallel units performing similar functions confirms the roots of language universals in the ancient periods. Linguistic typology exists across languages. Its roots delve into deeper layers of language from a historical perspective.

In the 21st century, linguistic typology progresses from confirming universals in several languages to recognising the overall universality of all languages, as we have previously noted. Its result is essential in evaluating many theories and hypotheses about the early stages of human development in modern times. The identification of typological characteristics of the languages of the epics is to enter the history of the language from the time the epics were written. At that stage, identifying traces of archetypes guides the discovery of the essence of language universals. This is their linguistic and universal significance.

Since the 70s of the last centuries, linguists in America and Europe have researched language typology, uncovering new facts. Linguists such as C. Greenberg, C. Osgood, and D. Dennett, drawing from the results of their investigations into language universals, have written that behind the infinite and remarkable diversity of world languages, there are common characteristics that apply to all of them. Despite all the immense differences, languages seem to be created according to a pattern. While only some shared features are explicitly described, linguists are aware that languages possess broader universality in many cases and use them to tell new languages. How-
ever, this does not complete the range of application of language universals [4, p. 31].

Regarding the similar features between languages, R. Jacobson wrote that analysing similarities and differences in the history of related or neighbouring languages provides essential information for comparative historical linguistics. Consequently, the myth of the variability and stability of language loses its firm position [6, p. 104].

In this regard, R. Jacobson states that human language is fundamentally one and that individual languages are simply variations of this unified psychological mechanism. In his article, he mentions the methods used to study language universals, stating that the genetic process addresses relatedness, the areal approach focuses on linguistic proximity, and the typological method deals with isomorphism. Unlike consanguinity and affinity, isomorphism is not necessarily associated with a temporal or spatial factor. Isomorphism can combine different situations of the same language or two different languages (both simultaneous and distant in time) that may be both neighbouring and foreign languages, as well as linguistically related and of different origins [6, p. 98].

Apparently, according to this opinion of R. Jacobson’s perspective, studying the similarities between linguistically unrelated languages using the isomorphic method yields its effectiveness. This method allows for combining and correlating languages with different origins, whether related or unrelated. C. Hockett also presents exciting ideas in this field. He wrote that, despite their great diversity, the phonological systems of the world have more in common than is strictly "necessary". In other words, the degree of similarity among them is higher than required by the distinctive features of language and the human race’s known cultural and biological characteristics. Although diversity can be imagined to be somewhat more significant than what we currently conceive, a high level of similarity remains a mystery [5, p. 75]. Thus, searching for the causes of the universal similarity story in the world’s languages led those studies in a new direction. Consequently, various scientific perspectives have investigated the reasons behind language universals. N. Mechkovskaya explains the reasoning behind language universals as follows: "If the same or similar phenomena in different languages cannot be explained by relatedness or territorial reasons, its most general and profound explanation remains: The observed similarities of languages are related to the basic nature of human unity. This similarity is called typological similarity. The typological universality of languages is connected to the biological and cognitive makeup of Homo sapiens as a species. The general biological roots (Homo genus) and overall development of humanity, which 100–75 thousand years ago, prompted the divergence of modern Homo sapiens from the Homo genus and determined deep similarities in the subsequent socio-economic lives of various groups. This general biological and psychophysiological foundation of language universality was manifested in a range of dependencies between human communicative and intellectual needs and capacities, and the structure of their language” [7, p. 28].

Our research topic is related to studying the typological features of case categories in ancient epics of diverse, unrelated, and geographically dispersed language speakers. In this context, it connects us to the unity of human nature and directs us towards the unity of biological and cognitive organisation. As N. Mechkovskaya mentioned, the general physical and psychophysiological basis of the mentioned similarities is associated with a person’s communicative and intellectual needs and capabilities [7].

It can be concluded that languages converge at a certain point in the context of linguistic universals, and by nature, this phenomenon is attributed to common biological and psychophysiological characteristics. Approaching the problem in this context allows us to delve into the philosophy of universality found in ancient epics. Language, in general, is universal, and the observed similarities in its structure are manifestations of this universality. Sometimes in theoretical linguistics, such questions are encountered regarding the implications of changing our approach to language universals in the context we have explained. Of course, the development of linguistic science and the comprehensive advancement of knowledge about language universals will answer this question. Therefore, observed universal characteristics in ancient epics find a logical explanation based on the abovementioned perspectives. That is, we will give a typological analysis of the case category based on “Beowulf”, "Book of Dede Korkut", "Nibelungenlied", and "The Tale of Igor". In this particular aspect, there are numerous spectrums of morphological universality. Among them, we specifically aim to fo-
focus on the case category to explore its universality in the context of various systematised languages and different cultures. This is because the type of case has an ancient history, and many universal signs are found within it. There are instances where the development history of the case category in the mentioned epics coincides. This fact allows us to further complete the theories about language universals in a certain way to penetrate their vitality.

On the other hand, the analysis of the logic of the case category in different systematic languages becomes possible. As mentioned earlier, this problem carries not only linguistic implications but also a psychophysiological issue related to the nature of people. The structuring of thoughts through linguistic structures is a phenomenon derived from the universal function of language. In this context, the case category manifests the linguistic structuring of human activities in their respective directions. Moreover, it cannot be a coincidence that the carriers of these epics, belonging to different language communities, employ similar models when creating a picture of the world. The other aspect of the matter is that the case category follows a similar development trajectory in these works; the gained and lost features exhibit similarities within the context of morphological development in the language. This fact confirms the logical affirmation that the concept of a unified human and a unified language, which was put forward in the form of hypotheses and, to some extent, assumptions, is becoming a reality. The conducted analyses and the presented facts further confirm that the study of language universals and the theories above are more plausible in providing a scientific explanation for this problem. These research directions offer valuable insights into linguistics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, and other related disciplines, offering consistent facts.

**METHODS**

While studying the typology of the case category in the mentioned epics, contrastive-typological, comparative-historical and descriptive methods were used. Descriptive and comparative-historical methods were applied while collecting facts related to the case category of epics. As a result of the application of this method, the developmental level and overall perspective of the case category in the languages of epics have been determined, followed by the creation of a contrastive typological picture. In other words, once the comprehensive view of the investigated object was established and all its signs were identified, those facts were subjected to the filter of contrastive typology. This method has confirmed its crucial and decisive role in revealing the typological similarities of ancient epics.

The case category is a paradigm with its system. However, the formation of that system is related to people's need for communication. It is traditionally connected with common language principles that form universals. When we refer to a universal language, we consider the natural language used by humanity as a communication tool. The epics "Beowulf", "The Book of Dede Korkut", "Nibelungenlied", and "The Tale of Igor" exhibit excellent morphological systems. During the period when the epics appeared, a change took place in the morphological system of the ancient Germanic languages, resulting in the transformation of the morphological structure of words from a "root - base forming suffix (word-forming)-modifying suffix" composition to a two-morpheme system called "root-forming". In this process, the root-forming combines with the inflectional morphemes, becomes an independent morpheme, or merges with the root itself. This process in the morphological composition of words transforms the lexical meaning carrier into a grammatical meaning indicator.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

According to the research by A. Demirchizade, the proto-Azerbaijani language, which includes the morphology of "The Book of Dede Korkut" epics, has not undergone severe changes. He writes about this: "Especially in the early stages of formation in the international language, various tribal language elements were still actively utilised in Azerbaijani, and there was a particular struggle among them which lasted for a long time; sometimes, grammatical features specific to one tribe's language prevailed, while synonymous grammatical features belonging to another tribe's language either disappeared completely or underwent a more precise content reduction to become a constituent part of the grammatical structure of the international language, thus leading to consolidation and improvement of the grammatical structure of the international language. Thus, during the past thousand years, the grammatical structure of our language has been improved, and it has become a national lan-
guage” [2, p. 42]. If we take into account that A. Demirchizade shows that “The Book of Dede Korkut” epics emerged after the 8–9th centuries (“The Book of Dede Korkut” epics lived and created in this way before the 12th century and after the 8–9th centuries in the Caucasus, more precisely, in Azerbaijan, it was skillfully built and connected by the “dedas”- bards - minstrels and spread among villages [2, p. 7]. In this period, “morphological stabilisation in the Proto-Azerbaijani language began in early times and went rapidly”. A. Shukurlu has shown that the case category of ancient Turkish written monuments has not undergone significant changes compared to our modern era [10, p. 101]. According to some parameters, the morphological development of the case category in ancient Germanic languages is in harmony with the mentioned epics. For instance, we can analyse the ancient Germanic languages, in which there were three types of cases, consisting of the nominative (именительный), possessive (родительный), dative (дательный), accusative (винительный), ablative, locative (местный), instrumental (инструментальный), and vocative (звательный) cases [1]. It should be noted that in ancient Turkic written works, as well as in Proto-Azerbaijani, the instrumental case was also present. The case category in ancient epics represents a complete system with universal aspects. The development of this category in the context of epics represents the development of the categorical system within the overall morphological system. The structural characteristics of this system are also universal, starting with the nominative case and continuing in the sequence above. The case category has a linguistic phenomenon based on a specific system model. Its universal model is shown in the mentioned monuments. Some examples from ancient Germanic epics will clarify us:

"Nahat" (night)

1. Und war ihm da Siegfried zu Hilfe nicht gekommen, So hätte sie Leben Gunthern wohl benommen. 

Er nahhte sich verstohlen und rührte seine Hand; 
Gunther seine Künste mit großen Sorgen befand [12, p. 466].

Nom.: Nahht
Act.: nahht
Pos.: nahht
Dat.: nahhat [8, p. 288].

The zero morpheme expresses the nominative, accusative and possessive cases in the given example. That is, they are formally the same as the nominative case. Another example is the word Wolf:

"wigend weccan, ac se wonna hrefn 
"fűs ofer fægum, fela reordan, 
"earne secgan, hú him át ate speów, 
"penden he wið wulf waI redjode”. 
Swá se sceg hwata segcende wás [12, p. 3025].

Nom. wolf
Act. wolf
Pos. wofe
Loc. Wolfi [8, p. 260].

In this example, the nominative case is similar to the accusative and possessive issues. However, when it comes to specific nouns, there is an increase in formal differences across points: gomo; sume (kişi, insan).

beado-woerces: hwllum on beorh áthwearf, 
sinc-fát söhte; he bát sôna onfand, 
pát hăfé gumen sum goldes gefandod 
heð-gestreóñna. Nordan-ward onbád 
earfoðlice, ðô þat æfên cwom; [14, p. 2300].

Nom. gomo gomen 
Act. gomon gomien 
Pos. gomen gomin 
Dat. gomen gomin [8, p. 257].

In the given example, the nominative and active cases have the same formal aspect, while the possessive and dative issues are the same. Sometimes, if the nominative and the accusative case are formally the same, that is, if the sphere is a morpheme, the possessive and the dative claim have relative differences.

"séò" 
ẁl-reów wigò òt Wealhþeóñ, 
and þâ gyddode gûðe gefýsed, 
Beowulf mæðelode, bearn Ecgþeóñes: 
"Ic ðât hogode, ðâ ic on holm gestâh, 
"Sae-bát gesát mid mînra secgæ gedriht [14, p. 630].

Nom. séò
Act. séò
Pos. sêwes
Dat. sêwe [8, p. 254].

However, it can be observed that the nominative, accusative and possessive cases are morphemes in the case of the noun "geva":

Nom. geva
Act. geva
Pos. geva
Dat. geva [8, p. 254].

In the case of pronouns, we see a relatively different picture. For instance, the pronoun "Der" has its form characteristics in all cases:

Der-(o)

Auf einen neuen Schildrand, mächtig und breit, 
Den trug an seiner Linke der Siegelinde Kind: 
Das Feuer sprang vom Stahle als ob es wehte der Wind [14, p. 470].

Dess starken Spießes Schneide den ganzen Schild durchdrang, 
Dass das Feuer lohend aus den Ringen sprang. 
Von dem Schuss strauchelten die kraftvollen Degen: 
War nicht die Tarnkappe, sie wären beide tot erlegen [14, p. 471].
Siegfried dem kühnen vom Munde brach das Blut. 
Bald hatt er sich ermannet: da nahm der Degen gut 
Den Spieß, den sie geschossen ihm hatte durch den Rand: 
Den warf ihr bald zurücke des starken Siegfriedes Hand [14, p. 472].

Observations show that the formal stabilisation of the cases of the noun in the epics "Beowulf" and "Song of the Nibelungs" has not been completed; however, the position of case-bound morphemes is fixed and constitutes a definite part of the case paradigm.

In ancient Germanic languages, including monuments, the directional case takes over the function of the locative case. Such substitution is also manifested in "The Book of Dede Korkut" sagas.

In the epic "Kitabi-Dada Qorqud", "the case category of nouns and its formal indicators do not exhibit significant differences compared to our contemporary literary language. This work's case system of nouns is relatively stable compared to ancient Germanic epics and has morphologically defined formal indicators. According to Demirchizade, the case forms of nouns in the "The Book of Dede Korkut" epics have remained relatively unchanged until our present time [2, p. 67]. However, the interchangeability of cases in the "Book" is present, although not as active as in the ancient Turkish monuments.

In ancient Germanic languages, there were four cases: nominative, possessive, dative, and accusative. However, the Upper German and Old Saxon languages also had a locative case, and the Gothic language had a vocative case. The logic of this difference is explained by the connection of the mentioned cases to the Indo-European root [2]. Additionally, the presence of three genders in them (masculine, feminine and neuter) acquires the differential case-quantity feature of nouns belonging to different genders.

Four cases are recorded in "The Igor Tale" saga. This includes nominative, possessive, accusative, and locative cases. Epos has a system of soft and complex issues. In the case of a hard case, dative and locative cases are similar according to their formal indicators (Дат. и местн. къ. Богородци въ гридицт). Another issue is related to the combination of possessive, dative and locative cases in the hard case [8]. These features resonate with the case of the Indo-European style, especially the case of the ancient Germanic epics. However, the interchangeability and merging of issues signify the developmental universality within the case system of emerging languages.

As evident from the facts, the mentioned epics undergo complete development in the case category, with the semantic stabilisation of cases indicating the morphological advancement of the case category. In this context, an important aspect is also related to the fact that the flexion of the possessive case implies the plural form. This feature does not exist in the morphology of "The Book of Dede Korkut".

In the morphology of ancient monuments, the instrumental case has been preserved at different levels. For instance: "Kitab - Book" has a lexicalised version of the instrumental case suffix A. Demirchizade spoke about the lexicalised version of the morpheme that once existed as a suffix of the instrumental case and noted its morphosemantic features, and in this regard, he listed the lexemes of guzin, yazin, dunin [2, p. 62].

Author A. Shukurov writes that the instrumental case has been developed extensively in ancient Turkish written monuments, but its morphological indicators have not yet lost their functionality. It can be considered that their weakening began in the VII-VIII centuries. He has indicated the following meanings of the instrumental case in ancient texts [10, p. 101]:

1. It indicates the instrument through which an action, state, or movement is performed;
2. It indicates relationships of togetherness;
3. It suggests the manner of an action, state, or movement;
4. It shows the location of an action, state, or movement.

In "The Book", the mentioned facts exist not as a suffix of the instrumental case but as the derivation suffix in a transformed form. "Sixteen years have passed since then. They didn't know whether Beyriagin was dead or alive. One day the girl's brother Deli Garjar came to Bayindir Khan's court. Your feet are tired, it seems. "May the noble Khan live long! If the Beyrek were alive, it
would have been sixteen years since. If a brave man brought the news of his survival, I would give him gold and silver. To the one who brings the news of his death, I would give my sister” he said” [10, p. 58].

In the epic "Beowulf", the instrumental case is given as a form of the dative case. From this, it can be concluded that during the time of the creation of the epics, the instrumental case had started to weaken in its functional role. However, this situation was also expressed by causative constructions in ancient Germanic monuments. This is a sign that the concept of instrumentality was widespread in the morphological system of these languages until the mentioned monuments and could barely penetrate the case system of those languages. Likely, the emergence of parallel forms of expression (both grammatical and lexical) for instrumentality and the active use of alternative expression forms have suppressed the functional use of the instrumental case [11].

The evocation is vividly preserved in "The Tale of Igor" saga. This case differs in Indo-European languages according to the level of preservation. Especially in the XI-XII centuries, there were specific forms of the vocative case in Slavic languages. It is precisely from that period that the spirit of invocation has penetrated the essence of the vocative subject in this epic:

1. Почнем же, братие, повъсть сию отъ стараго Владимера до нынъшнего Игоря, иже истяну умъ кръпостною своею и поостри сердца своего мужествомъ, наплънився ратного духа, наведе своя храбрыя плъки на землю Половъццую за землю Русскую [13].

2. Тогда Игорь възръ на свътлое солнце и видъ от него тьмою всю своя воя прикрыты. И рече Игорь къ дружинъ своей: "Братие и дружино! Луце жъ бы потяту быти, неже по- лонену быти, а всядемъ братъ брату: "Се мое, днъ при темне березъ. Плачется мати Ростиславля по уноси князю Ростислава завори днъ при темне березъ. Плачется мати Ростиславля по уноси князю Ростиславъ. Уныша цвъты жалобою, и древо Ростислава завори днъ при темне березъ. Стрежаше его го- ломъ на воде, чайными на стругъ, чрьнядми на ветръх". Не тако ли, рече, рѣка Стугна; худу струю имъя, пожрьчи чужи ру- чи и струги рострена к усту, уношу князю Ростиславу завори днъ при темне березъ. Плачется мати Ростиславля по уноси князю Ростиславъ. Уныша цвъты жалобою, и древо с тугою къ земли пръклонилося (Слово о полку Игореве).

3. Великй княже Всеволоде! Не мыслию ти прелетъти издалеча, отня злата стола поблустъ? Ты бо можеши Волгу веслы раскропити, а Донъ шеломы выплытъ. Аже бы ты быль, то была бы чага по ногатъ, а кощей по резанъ. Ты бо можеши посуху живыми шерешы стрѣзляти - удаыми сыны Глъбовы [13].

In the given examples, "братие" (brothers), "Братие и дружино!" (Brothers and comrades!), "Великий княже Всеволоде!" (Great Prince Vsevolod!) the noun is in the vocative case; The people addressed by the creator of the epos are the Russian princes, warriors and grand prince Vsevolod, who fought against the Polovtians. According to the general context of the saga, all warriors are called, which sounds very logical in the spirit of the epic. In other words, the epic creator addresses the "Defenders of the Homeland" through the vocative case, effectively enhancing the emotional and impactful sphere. We can observe this in the following examples. The other examples also may be included:

1. Донец рече: "Княже Игорю! Не мало ти вел- личия, а Кончаку нелюбия, а Руской земли веселиа!" Игорь рече: "О, Донче! Не мало ти велличия, лелѣваяшу князя на влынахъ, стлав- шу ему зелѣну траву на своихъ сребреньныхъ брезъхъ, одѣваяшъ его теплыми мѣглами подь сѣнию зелену древу. Строже его го- ломъ на воде, чайными на стругъ, чрьнядми на ветръхъ". Не тако ли, рече, рѣка Стугна; худу струю имъя, пожрьчи чужи ру- чи и струги рострена к усту, уношу князю Ростиславу завори днъ при темне березъ. Плачется мати Ростиславля по уноси князю Ростиславъ. Уныша цвъты жалобою, и древо с тугою къ земли пръклонилося (Слово о полку Игореве).

2. Уже бо, братие, не веселая година въстала, уже пустьни сиду прикрыты. Въстала Обида въ силахъ Даждь-Божа внука, вступила дѣво на землю Троюно, въсплескала лебединымъ крылъ на синъмъ море у Дону: плещучи, убу- ди зимна времена. Усобица княземъ на пога- ныя погыбе, рекоста бо братъ брату: "Се мое, а то мое же". И начаша князя про малое "се великое" мльвити, а сами на себѣ крамолу ковати, а поганыя съ всѣхъ странъ прихожда- ху съ побѣдами на землю Русскую [13].

3. Ярославе и вси внуце Всеславли! Уже по- низите стяги свои, вонзите свои мечи ве- ренени - уже бо высокихъ изъ дѣдней славѣ. Вы бо своими крамолами начастъ наводити поганыя на землю Русскую, на жизнь Всеслав- лю: которо бо бѣше насилие отъ земли По- ловецкыхъ! [13].
The placement of words in the vocative case in the text is likely related to the style of the epic during that period. On the other hand, the fact that the battle with the Polovtsians became critical, and their defeat impressed the creator of the epic, prompting them to call everyone to fight. There is a general harmony between the overall spirit of the epic and the use of the vocative case to Russia's defeat against the Polovtsians. The epic creator skillfully presents this situation so that the reader is instantly captivated by its impact.

In the "Book of Dede Korkut' epics, there is no distinct vocative case for nouns; its semantics coincides with the concept of direct address. That is to say, it does not have a specific morphological sign, and there is a semantic association with "Book":

Oğul, oğul, lay oğul! Ortacağım oğul!
Qarşu yatan qara tağım yüksəgi oğul!
Qaray uluqa gözərim axtım oğul!
Sam yelləri əsmədin, Qazan, qulağım çınlar.
Qarşu uluca gözlərim aydınlı oğul!
Qaraungeons mountain lying ahead, son!
Oğul, oğul, ay oğul! Ortacığım oğul!
In general, the vocative case has not existed in the system of case categories in Turkish languages, but the address performed that function. In Azerbaijani classical literature, there have been elements of the vocative case in the composition of words borrowed from Arabic and Persian languages.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Examining the case category for the epics we have involved in the research has general theoretical significance. The recent development of typological studies and the generalisation of the obtained results in theoretical linguistics has brought forth the progress of that process. It encompasses the language universals, and the language universals of the epics transcend the limits of linguistics, cover more fields of science, psychology, sociology, cultural studies, etc., and acquire a universal essence. In ancient epics, identifying typological characteristics by case category means increasing the volume of language universals in this context. In ancient epics, the type of cases, and their development directions, are almost similar. The history of the development of the case category is close to each other in the epics involved in the study. While ancient Germanic and Slavic epics exhibited different variants of case categories, in "The Book of Dede Korkut" epics and Turkish languages, there was a kind of case. However, there is no difference between the mentioned epics according to their general development principles. The analysis of noun cases in ancient epics shows that the noun case category can be considered a universal language.
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